Engineering Specialty Report
Project Summary
Over the years, Joseph Sears School in Kenilworth, IL, has experienced various amounts of water
intrusion in the crawl space and/or utility tunnel. Most recently, during the July 23, 2011 rain event
approximately 6.2” fell in a 24-hour period. The results of this rain event were flooded roads in the
Village of Kenilworth, sewer backups in the School, and flooding in the School utility tunnel and
auditorium. As a result of this event, Kenilworth School District 38 contracted with Gewalt Hamilton
Associates, Inc. (GHA) to investigate any major single sources of storm water in the crawl space/utility
tunnel.
Our investigation included reviewing historical plans, District personnel interviews, televising of the
roof drains and exterior storm and sanitary sewers, and visual inspection of accessible portions of the
crawl space and utility tunnel. In addition, we reviewed all recordings of the televised roof drains and
exterior storm and sanitary sewers.
The investigation did not find a major single source of water in the crawl space or utility tunnel. The
investigation did find several sanitary and storm sewer lines in need of repair and replacement. Of
significance, we found a drain tile under the auditorium floor that is mostly collapsed and full of debris.
We also found that the exterior sanitary and storm sewers that run along the north side of the building
parallel to the north property line are full of debris, collapsed in areas, not accessible to inspection, and
back pitched in areas.
Based on our investigation we are recommending several maintenance improvements and two drainage
improvements to reduce the frequency and severity of storm water in the crawl space / utility tunnel.
We recommend that the storm and sanitary sewers that run parallel to the north property line be replaced
(maintenance item). We are also recommending that two other sanitary sewer lines along the
Abbotsford side of the building be repaired due to obstructions within the pipe (maintenance item).
Recommended improvements also include the replacement of sanitary sewer backflow prevention
valves along the Abbotsford side of the building (maintenance item), waterproofing the foundation
(drainage item), and adding a foundation footing drain (drainage item). The foundation waterproofing
and footing drain will be installed along the north, east and southeast building foundations of the School.
The anticipated project construction cost is estimated to be $325,000.

Project Assignment
GHA was retained by Kenilworth SD 38 to review
historical improvement plans, interview District
personnel, televise roof drains on the east and north side
of the school, televise exterior sanitary and storm sewers
on the north, east and southeast side of the building, and
visually inspect accessible portions of the crawl space
and utility tunnel. See Figure 1 for project limits. The
purpose of the investigation was to determine if there is a
single major source of water in the crawl space. Once
complete with our investigation, we were asked to
develop specific opinions regarding this situation.
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Figure 1 – Project Limits (source Google Earth)
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Storm Water in Crawl Space/Utility Tunnel
There have been several documented occurrences of
storm water in the crawl space and/or utility tunnel.
The most recent occurrence of flooding was July 23,
2011, where approximately 6.2” of rain feel within a
24-hour period. Most of the rain fell during a short
period of time in the early morning hours of this day.
Our office interviewed Moris Quijada, Facilities
Director, regarding this specific event to determine the
extent of observed water impacts. Mr. Quijada shared
the following specific impacts from the July 23, 2011
event:
 At least ½ inch depth of water in low spot of
auditorium. (See Figure 2)
 Utility Tunnel half full of water. (See Figure 3)
 Sewage backup in utility closet next to
Cafeteria. (See Figure 4)

Figure 2 – Auditorium Flooding

Historical Plan Review
Many of the historical architectural and engineering
plans for the school were severely damaged or
destroyed during the Baker Building flood in August
2002. With the help of Mr. Quijada, our office was able
to locate enough plans to develop a base utility plan
within the project limits. See Exhibit 1 in the Appendix
for a copy of this base utility plan. Some of the
Figure 3 – Utility Tunnel
historical plans indicate backflow prevention valves
were installed on the sanitary sewer system.
Unfortunately, these valves were installed in such a way
that gaining access to inspect them would require
excavation on the front side of the building. We were
also able to locate foundation plans for the building
within the project limits. These plans indicate that no
footing drain was installed on the exterior side of the
foundation at the time of construction. In conventional
construction today, it is standard procedure to install a
perforated pipe at the bottom of a foundation
surrounded by washed stone to collect ground water
before it seeps into basements or crawl spaces. This
perforated pipe is commonly referred to as a footing
Figure 4 – Sewage Backup
drain because it collects groundwater from the
foundation’s footing. The water is then pumped out of the low area via a sump pump. Many people
have this setup in their homes.
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Televising of Roof Drains and Sewers
Our office contracted with H.R. Stewart Inc. to televise roof drains, exterior storm sewers and exterior
sanitary sewers. Where accessible from the exterior of the building foot print, the camera was extended
into the crawl space sewers as far as possible. The investigation was limited to the area identified in
Figure 1 of this report.
Along with a representative from our office, H.R. Stewart Inc. was on site the week of November 21,
2011 to televise the areas mentioned above. In addition to televising DVD’s, our office received a field
report from H.R. Stewart Inc. indentifying defective characteristics of each pipe. Attached to this report
is a copy of the DVD and field report from H.R. Stewart Inc.

Notes from Roof Drain and Sewer Televising
As a result of the televising and historical plan research, our office was able to develop a base utility
plan for use when identifying the issues with the sewer and roof drain system. Reference Exhibit 1 –
Base Utility Plan in the Appendix of this report. We note the following sewer deficiencies from the
H.R. Stewart Inc. report and our own observations:
Sewer Observations
Legend:
CO = Cleanout
MH = Manhole
CB = Catch Basin
Pipe
Observation
Stage Cleanout
- Multiple joints separated
(CO #2) to Sump
- Debris throughout pipe
Pump
- Survey abandoned 50’ downstream of CO due to separated joint and
large debris
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Sewer Observations
Legend:
CO = Cleanout
MH = Manhole
CB = Catch Basin
Storm Cleanout
- Debris throughout pipe.
(CO #1) to CB #2 - Survey abandoned 55’ downstream of CO due to debris
CB #2 to CO #1
- Many bends observed.
- Roots at many joints
- Debris throughout pipe
- Survey abandoned at 30’ due to debris and pipe sag.
Sanitary Cleanout
- Sag in line between 19’ and 41’ downstream of CO.
(CO #4) to
- Survey abandoned due to debris and bends
Abbotsford
Combined Sewer
MH #3 to Building - Leaking joint (infiltration) at 50’ upstream of MH #3.
- Debris in line starting at 85’ upstream of MH #3 to unknown.
- Survey abandoned at 97’ upstream of MH #3 due to debris.

MH #8 to
Abbotsford
Combined Sewer

- Sag begins at 36’ downstream of MH #8. Gap in joint.
- Survey abandoned at 38’ downstream of MH #8 due to large joint
separation.
- Unknown obstruction at approximately 43’ downstream.

Sewer Repair Recommendations
Our investigation did not find a major single source of water in the crawl space / utility tunnel; however,
we found several sanitary and storm sewer lines in need of repair and replacement. We recommend the
following sewer repairs be completed:
 Replace sanitary sewer along north property line (CO#4 to Abbotsford Combined Sewer) and
add new manhole on School side of property line at Abbotsford.
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Replace storm sewer along north property line (CO#1 to CB#2) and add new manhole at
connection to existing sewer.
Replace all sanitary sewer backflow prevention valves outside of the building footprint within
manholes to allow easy access for maintenance and inspection.
Repair or replace sanitary sewer within crawl space directly south of Skokie Ditch (MH#3 to end
in building).
Replace sanitary sewer from southeast corner of building towards Abbotsford Road (MH#8 to
Abbotsford) due to large offset joint and obstruction.

Crawl Space/Utility Tunnel Improvement Recommendations
The investigation determined that there are no formal drainage systems within the crawl space/utility
tunnel or footing drains within the project limits. It is our opinion that the addition of a footing drain
and waterproofing the exterior side of
the foundation will decrease the
frequency and severity of storm water
intrusion within the crawl space/utility
tunnel. A conceptual cross section
drawing of the waterproofing and
footing drain along the north property
line is shown in Figure 5. Further, we
recommend that the Skokie Ditch
within the footprint of the building
(under the school) be sprayed with an
epoxy waterproofing material to
Figure 5 – Sample cross section of proposed waterproofing and
footing drain improvements
further decrease the frequency and
severity of water within the crawl
space/utility tunnel.

Opinion of Probable Construction Costs
We anticipate the following construction costs:
1. Sewer Repair Recommendations (repair/replace sewers, install new backflow prevention valves,
add manholes) - $100,000
2. Add footing drain along northside, eastside, and southeast side of building. Install sump pump
on exterior of building that collects and pumps water from footing drain. Waterproof foundation
adjacent to footing drain - $175,000
3. Spray epoxy coating on interior of Skokie Ditch under School - $50,000
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Anticipated Project Schedule
We anticipate the following project schedule:
 February 13, 2012 – Authorization to proceed with project given to Design Team
 March 9, 2012 – Submit preliminary plans to Metropolitan Water Reclamation District, Village
of Kenilworth, and Regional Office of Education
 April 1, 2012 – Begin preparation of Construction Documents
 April 26, 2012 – Construction Documents out to Bid
 May 10, 2012 – Bid Opening
 May 21, 2012 – School Board approval of Contractor
 June 18, 2012 – Begin Construction
 August 3, 2012 – End Construction

This Report was prepared by:

Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc.

____________________________________
Leo X. Morand, P.E.
Civil Engineer
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